
CASE IH growth...
With over 20 new products announced since last years Ag Progress Show, it’s just
one more sure sign of who’s becoming a real power in Farm Equipment. Case IH.

275 TRACTOR/31 engine hp
New! Compact tractor delivers
economical, reliable power for
field and chore work year around.

The Case Irfternational 275 tractor with flat
operator deck, is built and powered to be your
right-hand man in smaller operations. You
can equip it for tillage, planting, cultivating,
spraying, mowing and even snow removal.
In short, you can keep it working four
seasons a year.
Powered by a liquid-cooled, 3-cylinder
diesel engine, the 275 delivers out-
standing economy. Standard features
include: 9-speed synchromesh trans-
mission; live, position control
hydraulics; 540/1150 RPM live PTO,
and foldable POPS.

385 • 485 • 585 • 685 • 885 TRACTORS
New! A complete line of mid-power tractors offers new comfort,
convenience and productivity.
Unlimited visibility in every direction.The new cabs on
the 585,685 and 885 modelsfeature exceptional visibility.
For greater operator efficiency, there’s an almost un-
broken line of vision all around, including a clear view of
the hitch and drawbar. There’s plenty of big-tractor
comfort and convenience, too, with a fully adjustable seat
and controls that are close at hand. You pan enter or
leave the cab from either side through doors that open
easily with gas-assistcylinders. The cab is quiet, too, with
deluxe padding all around.

be equipped with electro-hydraulic two-speed power
shift, controlled by a dash-mounted toggle switch. The
power shift system provides for a fast shift speed
reduction which increases pull power and field perfor-
mance. Field speeds, as well as loader and hauling
speeds, meet your everyday needs. Power shift is
standard on the 885, optional on other models.
Traction boosting MFD is available on all 85 Series
row-crop and utility tractors. Simple, reliable center-line
Mechanical Front Drive increases your traction and your
pulling power. Shift in and out of MFD on the go with
electro-hydraulic ease (optional on 385 and 485 tractors).

Easy operating convenience. To maximize your pro-
ductivity without clutching, all five 85 Series tractors can
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